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ELT whip antenna mount

ADS-B and ELT Installation

Small airplanes are subject to clutter
that soon gets in the road of the occu-
pants, reduces baggage space and
looks trashy.

I recently installed a uAvionics ADS-B
(in and out) and an Artex 345 ELT but
didn’t want to have any more clutter in
the occupant space or lose any bag-
gage area.  I found that the back seat
floor is over 1” thick due to the 1.7”
thick core.  I removed the ELT’s
mounting tray, traced around its pe-
rimeter and removed the foam core
down to the fuselage skin.  That core
excavation allowed the ELT to mount
in a secure pocket under the thigh
support.  Some shallow foam removal
was also needed to permit antenna and
power wire routing.  A screw clamp was
attached to the 2 ply BID pocket’s floor
and securely holds the ELT in the
pocket.  Assure good drainage as
these airplanes leak in the rain.

The uAvionics Echo also mounts to a
bracket attached to the floor under the
thigh support.  Beside the Echo is a
6” diameter ground plane and ADS-B
antenna that extends through the foam
core down to contact with the fuse-
lage skin.  The Echo’s GPS antenna
mounts with Velcro on the floor of the
center spar near the most outboard
position.  It all works and displays on
an “I Fly 740 A” tablet that hangs from
the canopy’s inside skin.

An early concern was that the ELT
would need a ground plane larger than
could be provided in the back seat.
When I built N9TS I installed a LO-
RAN which also required a ground
plane.  I installed a series of lateral
wires under the top wing skin that ran
full span and bonded that web to most
of the metal parts in the aircraft.  The
avionics tech that was guiding me said
that web would make a good ground
plane for my ELT installation.  I
grounded the ELT whip antenna to it.
The antenna is mounted on the right
side backseat wall between the aile-
ron torque tube and the fuselage
sidewall.  The antenna is a couple
inches aft of the pilot seat back.  It all
works and doesn’t get in the road of
passengers or baggage.

ADS-B antenna is contained in the floor’s core


